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Dear Reader,

The year is ending, winter's coming and are you looking forward to the parties?

TRR is gearing up for the last party of the year, our **Year End Splash Party** in November, so save that date! The party will be from the 1st to 30th of November.

Check out awesome excerpts from **Casting Montage** by Thea Landen and **Tempting Their Best Friend** by Sienna Matthews and Madison Blake.

Our partner, Book Unleashed, also has several blitzes and tours ongoing which showcase the books and where you can win lovely prizes, too. I'll just list a few here:

- **Suddenly Single** by Julia London (contemporary)
- **Christmas Novellas: The Duke and Miss Christmas, and Mistletoe, Mischief and the Marquis** by Amelia Grey (historical)
- **Theirs to Master** by BJ Wane (erotic romance, bdsm, ménage)
- **The Secrets that Shape Us** by W.L. Brooks (romantic suspense)
- **Eye of the Eagle** by Sharon Buchbinder (paranormal romance)
- **Encore** by Tantra Bensko (gothic, psychological suspense, romantic suspense)
- **The Secrets of Chateau Swansea** by R.C. Matthews (gothic romance)

Happy reading!

She followed her own dream.
Edwin Crawford is dying. His suffering is made even worse when he considers how he’ll be leaving behind his wife of over four decades. He contacts 1Night Stand and instructs his soon-to-be widow to communicate with Madame Evangeline in the hopes she’ll find another man and won’t be lonely without him.

Abigail refuses to entertain the idea of pursuing a romance with anyone other than her husband. When Edwin continues to insist she use the dating service he found for her, she eventually agrees. But he should realize, once she makes up her mind about something, she’s determined to do it her own way.

With Madame Evangeline’s help, Abigail plans the perfect evening. Through the use of virtual reality, she can take Edwin anywhere she wants, across the world and back in time, without him having to leave home. It’s their last chance to remember why they have been so deeply in love for so many years. Even though she defied his wishes, can she convince him to go on one more date?

The modest colonial looked mostly the same as it had when I’d arrived home earlier in the day, though the paint was one shade lighter and weeds covered the flower beds flanking the walkway. I climbed up the steps and pushed open the front door. The hallway’s original dingy tiles greeted me, leading the way onto faded linoleum beneath our old, scratched kitchen cabinets. The house had been in need of updating when we acquired it, but from day one, it had felt like home.

Edwin appeared behind me in the doorway. “It’s empty,” he said, stating the obvious. “I guess this is the day we became homeowners?”

“Yup. We finally reached true adulthood by taking on the responsibility of a mortgage and property taxes.” I stepped into the foyer and spun around. “But most importantly, we had a place to make our own.”
I walked through the first floor, taking in all the details that had been rendered with surprising perfection. The shag carpet squished beneath my feet in the dining room. I smiled at the memory of when we’d discovered the beautiful hardwood floor underneath. The crooked closet doors squeaked when I opened and closed them, and the scrapes on the kitchen countertop felt rough beneath my fingertips. Back in the real world, little of our house remained in its original condition. Remembering its earlier state filled me with warmth, even as I relived its flaws.

Edwin leaned against the counter, hands clasped in front of him. “It’s hard to believe we ever fell in love with this place.”

“Are you kidding? At the time, this was paradise for us, a dream come true.” I rubbed my nose. “And we did get a pretty good deal on it since it needed a lot of work.”

“Fair enough.” He closed his eyes. “If I think back far enough, I suppose I can recall feeling like a king in his castle, shabby though it was.”

“That’s the spirit.”

Resting his head on his hands, he exhaled. “And it did make me feel good to accomplish this goal with you.”

I stood next to him and laid a hand on his shoulder. Turning, he looked up at me. Some of the boyish softness had disappeared from his face since the first simulated scene. Age and experience had never made him less attractive to me, though, especially with those stunning eyes that seemed to stare into my soul. “I’m glad to hear it,” I said, rubbing his arm. “That’s what I wanted tonight to be about.”

He straightened, closing the gap between us. The first hints of a wicked grin played upon his lips. “Other things about our early days here stand out to me, too.”

I swallowed. He toyed with the ends of my hair, his fingertips grazing my bare skin as he brushed it back. “Oh?”

One arm snaked around my waist. “How we made this place truly ours. I think we christened every room in this house within the first week.”

I giggled, and my cheeks flushed. “And that was before the furniture even arrived.”

“I believe your words were ‘who needs a bed?’” Edwin’s hand came to rest at the back of my neck. I inched closer to him, craving more of his touch. “As always, you were right.”

My body flattened against his when he moved in for another kiss. Our lips collided with force this time as his fingers fisted in my hair. Sentimental memories slipped away, replaced by the recollections of the more salacious feelings he awakened in me. I grasped the front of his shirt, my knees weakening.

A low growl rumbled in his throat, and his tongue plunged farther into my mouth. Seizing my wrists, he backed me against the refrigerator, trapping me with his full weight. Heat bloomed between us, a stark contrast to the unyielding cold behind me. The dizzying sensations intensified, everything from the taste of his mouth to the pressure of his grip melding into a surreal haze.

My hips rolled up as if drawn to him like a magnet. Sparks ignited over every inch of my skin, yet something held me back. “Wait,” I managed to get out between labored breaths.
“Hmm?” He abandoned my lips to kiss a trail down my neck.

I writhed beneath him when he reached my collarbone. “We can’t...I mean, you shouldn’t...not yet....” Shaking my head, I moved to the side and reached for his face to angle it toward mine. Breaking our contact felt like torture, but worry plagued me. “Let’s slow things down for now.”

Edwin refused to let go of me. “I don’t want to stop.” Hunger burned in his deep-set eyes, and his fingertips dug into the underside of my wrists. “You know what you do to me, Abigail. You’ve given me this younger body for the night, so why not use it?”

The edge in his voice, which had been absent for so long, drove me wild. Still, our love was about more than lust, and my concerns won out. I wiggled one hand free and groped around in my pocket.

At the push of a button, we were whisked back to our bedroom, in the same position atop the covers as we’d been when we’d started our date. Edwin removed his headset and looked at me as I did the same, annoyance tempered by confusion. “What happened?” he asked.

I fluffed out my hair, which had returned to its shorter, graying state. “I wanted to make sure you were okay.”

He crossed his arms, the movements stiff beneath his pajamas and bathrobe. “Was I complaining?”

Dropping my gaze, I fiddled with the corner of the bedsheets. “No. But I admit I don’t know everything about how this stuff works, and I didn’t want you to get overtired, and—”

“Abigail, I’m fine.” The words came out in his usual level voice, though there was a hint of sternness to them. “Haven’t I been voicing any concerns as they’ve come up?”

“I know, I know.” A long sigh left my lips. “I’m fussing over you too much again, aren’t I? I need to remember I’m not one of the nurses.”

Edwin reached over to touch my hand. “It’s okay.” He drew his thumb across the top. “If I start to feel unwell, I promise I’ll let you know, all right?”

I nodded. “I’m sorry.”

“You don’t have to apologize.”

I held up the pair of headsets. “Should we pick up where we left off, then?”

He smirked. “I think the moment’s passed.” When I frowned, he shook his head at me. “Let’s keep going,” he said, folding his hands behind his head as he reclined. “I want to find out what else is in store for me tonight.”

Before replacing his equipment, I knelt and pressed my lips against his forehead. “Whatever makes you happy.”

His words sounded muffled as I adjusted my own headset. “You make me happy.”
About the Author, Thea Landen:

Thea Landen lives in New York with her husband and two children, where she strives to encourage creativity and passion in all those around her, and uses writing to help inspire. Though she reads and writes in nearly all genres, she has a special fondness for science fiction, fantasy, and adventure and anything that pushes the imagination beyond its usual limits. When she’s not writing, or thinking about writing, her hands and mind are occupied by either yarn crafts or role-playing games.
Tempting Their Best Friend
Sienna Matthews
Madison Blake

Things to do on a Saturday night:
Watch National Geographic on TV? Check.

Sexy times with lover and best friend Ethan Hunter? Check.

Going to a party with other best friend Shelli Madison?
Not if he can help it.

But Adrian Greene doesn’t have a choice, as he's not the kind of man to bail on his best friend when she needs him. Having Ethan at the same party is his only consolation until a mistletoe-induced kiss with Shelli heats his blood, sends his fantasies rioting and hardens his...body.

And when Ethan expresses the same interest in Shelli? Things get a helluva lot more interesting.

Wicked shenanigans, seduction maneuvers and naked times ensue as the men think up creative ways to tempt their best friend into something more...all without destroying their friendship.

Tempting their best friend has never been so sweet...or delicious.

"This is one of those stories where you'll find yourself smiling at the end with a heavy dose of swooning..."

~ Gabrielle Sally, The Romance Reviews

Shelli woke up with a pounding headache. Oh god, the light! With a weary groan, she stumbled from the bed and drew the curtains closed. Ah, much better.
She cursed herself for drinking so much, then stopped when excruciating slices of pain flashed through her head.

Aspirin.

Checking to see if she was properly clothed—surprise! She was still in her party things—she wrapped herself in a bathrobe before shuffling her way out the door and down to the kitchen, her destination the cupboard where the guys kept their first-aid kit and medicine. However, she stopped at the entry before she could move one step into the kitchen.

Her head swam.

Flesh everywhere.

Adrian and Ethan lounged against the kitchen cabinets with plates in their hands, laughing and talking while eating what looked to be lunch. They were unselfconsciously naked—tanned muscular bodies, long, powerful legs and—oh my!

She couldn't really see properly through her squinting eyes but the little she saw caused blood to roar through her body and slam into her poor throbbing head. She closed her eyes, groaned and slumped against the doorway. They were gorgeous and tempting and she didn't really need it this hellish moment. She wished they would go away and leave her alone.

"Shelli?" Ethan said solicitously beside her, one hand on her brow. "Are you okay?"

Oh god. He smelled so good, so delicious. And the heat. She wanted to bask under it, wallow in it and wrap herself in it.

Goodness.


His head brushed against hers and a tingle went through her spine. The rushing blood almost split her head as well. A glass of water was placed in one hand and two tablets in the other and she gulped the medicine down. She handed the glass back and when it was taken from her, she turned to face the staircase and it was only then that she felt safe enough to open her eyes. "I'm going back to sleep." She staggered up the stairs with one hand on the banister, marveling at her self-control not to jump them and knew it was for her own self-preservation.

Back in her room, she collapsed on the bed, pressed both hands to her closed eyes and rolled as much as her aching head would allow. One thought kept screaming over and over in her mind. Why are they naked?

Damn, what was she going to do? If they persisted in going around in the buff, how was she going to stop herself from jumping them, once her hangover was gone?

About the Authors, Sienna Matthews and Madison Blake:

Sienna Matthews is a bespectacled, mild-mannered office employee by day and turns into a mad, raving writer at night and during weekends. The only thing that can be heard from her are the tap, tap, tap of her keyboard. She doesn't need food or sleep as she follows the calling of her muse.
Madison Blake is a firm believer in love and happy endings. She loves to read and write about strong heroines, and she’s on the eternal quest for the powerful, attractive, mysterious, yummy hero, the kind of man who’ll make you sigh and say, “He’s the one.”
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We hope you have enjoyed our ezine!

For questions, suggestions, comments and feedback, please send an email to

ezine @ theromancereviews.com